
Galerie kreo is pleased to present « à table ! », a new group exhibition which presents a 
selection of pieces by the emblematic designers of the gallery.

« à table ! » presents for the first time works never showed in Paris.

Table « Hakone » - Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby 

First collaboration of the London based design duo and Galerie kreo, the Hakone table is 
inspired by the sobriety of Japanese carpentry.

The piece is made of solid oak wood and its forms remind of the curved lines of the Hakone 
sanctuary’s architecture.

Table « Cellae » - François Bauchet 

For the Cellae collection François Bauchet works with an innovative mixed material consis-
ting of technical felt, fiberglass and epoxy resin. Very soft at touch and truly strong, it co-
mes in two different colours: grey and ivory. Each piece is composed of many cells which 
can be combined to create different dimensions.

Table « Y-122 » - Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec 

A brand new creation of the Bouroullec brothers, this round table rests on three Y-shaped 
legs made of metal and leather. The top is realized in black oak wood.

Table « Umbria » - Alessandro Mendini 

The mosaic, Alessandro Mendini’s preferred material, is used once more in the design of 
this table. All shades of green, from the darkest, almost grey, to the lighter are present. 
These colors remind of “ Umbria ”, the famous region in central Italy, well known for its 
verdant landscapes, vineyards and olive trees.
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